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About this Handbook 
The following External Reviewer Handbook is to be used to support external reviewers in successfully 
completing and submitting an external review to a SHRF Peer Review Committee. It is comprised of 
two components: The External Reviewer Guidelines; and the External Reviewer SHRF RMS Manual. 

The External Reviewer Guidelines is a condensed version of SHRF’s Research Funding Peer Review 
Committee Guidelines to directly support the role of the external reviewer. If you would like access to 
the full committee guidelines document, please visit shrf.ca/peer-review. The Guidelines will give you 
an understanding of the roles that directly affect you, along with information on SHRF peer review 
procedures (i.e. confidentiality, conflict of interest) and an overview for completing the requested 
external review. 

The External Reviewer SHRF RMS Manual will give you a step-by-step process, including images, on 
how to access and complete the review through SHRF’s Research Management System (SHRF RMS). 
This manual will give you instructions for each step that you need to do in order to successfully 
complete and submit your comments for the review committee. 

Alongside this Handbook, SHRF will also share general instructions specifically related to the funding 
opportunity that you have been invited to submit an external review to. 

 

Contacts 
For questions regarding SHRF’s funding and programs:  
 
  Karen Tilsley, Director of Funding Programs 

306-975-1686 or ktilsley@shrf.ca 
 

For questions about the peer review process or the funding opportunity: 

Danielle Robertson-Boersma, Funding Programs Officer 
306-975-1685 or drobertson-boersma@shrf.ca 

For questions or technical support with the SHRF RMS: 

Tanya Skorobohach, Programs Coordinator 
306-975-1681 or tskorobohach@shrf.ca 

 

For general inquiries:  

1-800-975-1699 (toll free in Canada/USA) 
fundinginfo@shrf.ca 

 

For SHRF technical issues helpdesk@shrf.ca 

 

 

  

https://www.shrf.ca/peer-review
mailto:ktilsley@shrf.ca
mailto:drobertson-boersma@shrf.ca
mailto:tskorobohach@shrf.ca
mailto:fundinginfo@shrf.ca
mailto:helpdesk@shrf.ca
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External Reviewer Guidelines 
Please note that these External Reviewer Guidelines are a more focused document, reflecting the 
larger “SHRF Research Funding Peer Review Committee Guidelines”. For further information on our full 
peer review process, please see the PDF document on our website at shrf.ca/peer-review.  
 

1. Purpose of Research Funding Programs 
SHRF’s grants and awards programs are key tools for achieving a legislative mandate to encourage, 
facilitate and disseminate health research in Saskatchewan in a strategic benefiting the people of 
Saskatchewan (The SHRF Act, 2002).  

For program purposes, SHRF defines health research broadly to include: biomedical research; clinical 
research in a wide range of health disciplines; health services and systems research; and research into 
the social, cultural and environmental determinants of health. 

Within the broad scope of health research outlined above, SHRF’s funding role is largely 
developmental. Its funding programs and opportunities aim to build health research capacity and 
foster research relevant to Saskatchewan. Current programs can be found on SHRF’s website: 
shrf.ca/Opportunities. 
 

2. Peer Review for Research Funding Applications 
All applications to SHRF research funding competitions are adjudicated according to principles of peer 
review.  Review committees evaluate applications according to scientific standards and SHRF-
specified criteria related to the funding opportunity purpose and objectives and recommend 
meritorious applications to SHRF for funding.  
 
Review committees also play an important role in providing feedback to SHRF about procedures, 
policies and programs, and about trends in the health research community. 
 
Review committees are made up of active researchers and health professionals and may include non-
academic reviewers with relevant perspectives for a funding opportunity, such as industry, 
government, community leaders, patients, etc. 

3. External Reviewers’ Role 
SHRF’s research funding decisions are based on the principles of peer review. Grant applications are 
evaluated by committees made up of active health researchers from within Saskatchewan or outside 
the province, dependent on the funding opportunity.  

Additional expertise outside the review committee may be asked to provide advice to the committee 
on aspects of an application depending on the nature of the funding opportunity. External reviewers 
are carefully selected for their expertise in the field of the proposal and their assessments guide the 
local review committee in assessing the merit of the proposal. 

External reviewers are not a part of the committee, do not attend the meeting and do not participate 
in the scoring of the application. The external reviewer follows the provided SHRF review criteria and 
completes the external review form, commenting on the application components. External reviewer 
comments are shared with the committee Chair, the lead reviewers and the applicant, which is why it 
is important that comments are constructive and detailed. 

http://www.shrf.ca/peer-review
https://www.shrf.ca/opportunities
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4. Conflict of Interest 
A conflict of interest is a conflict between a person’s duties and responsibilities regarding the review 
process and that person’s private, professional, business or public interests. There may be a real, 
perceived or potential conflict of interest when a committee member: 

• Would receive professional or personal benefit resulting from the funding opportunity or 
application being reviewed; 

• Has a professional or personal relationship with an applicant or the applicant’s institution; or 
• Has a direct or indirect financial interest in a funding opportunity or application being 

reviewed. 
 
A conflict of interest may be deemed to exist or perceived as such when committee members: 

• Are applicants within the competition and have ability to bias or influence the process to the 
benefit of their application; 

• Are a relative or close friend, or have a personal relationship with an applicant; 
• Can gain or lose financially/materially from the funding of an application; 
• Have had long-standing scientific or personal differences with an applicant; 
• Are closely professionally affiliated with an applicant as a result of having in the last five 

years: 
o Frequent and regular interactions with an applicant in the course of their duties at 

their department, institution, organization or company; 
o Been a supervisor or a trainee of an applicant; 
o Collaborated, published or shared funding with an applicant or have plans to do so in 

the immediate future; or 
• Feel for any reason unable to provide an impartial review of the application. 

 
SHRF reserves the right to resolve areas of uncertainty and to determine if a conflict exits.  
 
Committee members in a conflict of interest with respect to any applicant listed on the application 
must not participate in any way in the evaluation of that applicant’s proposal. The member must 
declare the conflict in the SHRF RMS, not review any materials from the application, leave the room 
during the review of the application, not score or comment on the application and will refrain from 
participating in discussions about the application. The same procedure is followed when the meeting 
is conducted using virtual meeting room technology or teleconference. 
 
Any committee member may identify a potential conflict of interest of another committee 
member. The Chair, in consultation with the program manager and/or the Director of Funding 
Programs, will decide whether a conflict exists. Decisions by the Chair are final. 
 
When the Chair is in conflict of interest with respect to an application, the same procedures will be 
followed as a review committee member. A designate from the committee will be informed at the 
earliest convenience and will take on the role of Chair for the review of that application. 
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5. Confidentiality 
Confidentiality is vital to maintaining the credibility of the adjudication process. All information in the 
applications, all review comments and discussions, and all scores and rankings will be kept 
confidential by the Chair, committee members, external reviewers, observers, partners and SHRF 
staff. 
 
The Chair, committee members, external reviewers, observers, partners and SHRF staff must not 
discuss individual applications, reviews or rankings with anyone not formally involved in the process. 
They will refer any comments or questions from colleagues and/or others about the review process 
to the program manager. 
 
The identity of reviewers will not be revealed to applicants. However, a list of review committee 
members is published as part of SHRF’s Annual Report. SHRF Annual Reports can be found at 
shrf.ca/publications.  
 

6. Review Criteria 
Committee members and external reviewers shall follow scientific standards relevant to the field of 
study and consider additional SHRF review criteria, as appropriate. Generally, reviewers shall 
consider the following criteria when assessing applications: 
 

• Fit with the purpose and requirements of the funding program, as described in the SHRF 
funding opportunity application package; 

• Originality of the proposed research;  
• Quality and feasibility of the research design; 
• Importance and potential impact; 
• Suitability of the research environment; 
• Potential of the applicant(s) to carry out the work; 
• General soundness of the overall research plan; 
• Appropriateness of the budget; and 
• Adherence to principles of ethical research. 

 
Alongside the above criteria, the Program Manager provides any program-specific 
review criteria and scoring guidelines to guide reviewer assessments. External 
reviewers do not provide scores for the application. 
 
External reviewers are asked to submit their review by the requested deadline. This 
deadline is important as the review supports the committee Chair and lead reviewers 
on the committee in preparation for the review meeting.  
 

7. Application Review 
External reviewers are provided a review form on SHRF’s RMS. This form includes the review criteria 
and textboxes for reviewers to leave comments regarding each criterion. When assessing design, 
methodology, etc., external reviewers should follow the principles and expectations generally 
accepted in the particular discipline or field of study. SHRF is open to a wide variety of approaches and 
methodologies. The key consideration is that they are appropriate to the area of study and have the 
potential to answer the research question(s).  

http://www.shrf.ca/publications
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In addition to key review areas on the form, reviewers are invited to comment on other factors they 
identify as being important to a decision about funding, such as particular strengths (e.g. proposal 
addresses an important research need or gap in understanding) or weaknesses (e.g. concerns about 
ethics or duplicate funding).  
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External Reviewer SHRF RMS Manual 
The information in this section will give you an overview of the system, how to log in, how to update 
your profile and then a quick overview of the Reviewer Portal. Don’t forget that we also have helpful 
external reviewer videos. 

- Information for External Reviewers 
- Reset Your Password and Update Your Profile 

 

SHRF RMS Overview 
SHRF uses an integrated online research management system by SmartSimple. We continue to 
improve and update our online system to deliver an efficient process at all stages of the funding 
opportunity. 

Internet browsers currently supported by the SmartSimple platform are listed here.  At SHRF, we have 
found that Chrome works best. SmartSimple performs system-wide upgrades and backups at 01:00am 
EST each night, so you may experience slowness or difficulties around this time.  
 
SHRF welcomes suggestions for improving the system or this manual. 
The SHRF RMS can be accessed at shrf.smartsimple.ca or through the links at shrf.ca.  

NOTE: You will be automatically logged out after four hours of inactivity – ensure your session is valid 
before entering information. 

 
 

Logging In 
As an external reviewer, SHRF has set up your profile in the system and created a temporary password 
for you, which we will provide by email. For returning external reviewers, you will still have the same 
profile, but we will reset your password for that review year.  

Use your email address and the temporary password to login for the first time. Once logged in, you 
will be directed to change your password (see screenshot below). When the system asks for the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xMtfOgYCfw&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QI3OQClYzU&list=PLWnyGnnotZQxjDGzdGBIYIi33pS3-Pz28&index=2
https://wiki.smartsimple.com/wiki/Browser
https://shrf.smartsimple.ca/s_Login.jsp
https://www.shrf.ca/
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“Current Password”, please enter the temporary password provided to you by SHRF. From there create 
a new password, confirm it and then click ‘Submit’. 

 

 
After logging in to the SHRF RMS, you will automatically be directed to your Profile Page. If your SHRF 
RMS profile is up to date, you can navigate away from your profile by clicking ‘Home’ in the top right 
navigation bar. If you need to return back to your profile for any reason, you can access it by clicking 
on the ‘My Profile’ button in the top right corner of your screen. 

 
When updating your profile information, there is the general profile information to complete and then 
below are three tabs where you can fill in more information. These tabs include: 

o Personal Information – more personal information in addition to the general questions 
o Address –Please choose which address (work vs. home) is your preferred mailing address and 

fill in accordingly  
o Area of Expertise – Using key words, please identify your areas of expertise (up to 10 

keywords)  
 

 

Reviewer Portal Overview 
Once you have updated your profile, please click “Home” in the top right navigation bar in order to 
access the Reviewer Portal. 
 

The Reviewer Portal has different components that reflect the SHRF peer review process. At the top of 
the page you will see two message boxes: Message for Reviewers; and Support. The Message for 
Reviewers gives an overview of the Reviewer Portal, including the different tabs in use, and links to 
further guidelines, such as the full SHRF Research Funding Peer Review Committee Guidelines The 
Support box gives you information on who to contact, the times available and links to our SHRF RMS 
Videos and to SHRF RMS Manuals. 
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NOTE: If you can’t see the “Review” section on the home page, please contact SHRF and we will adjust 
your access permissions.  

Directly below the message boxes is where you will find information for your assigned application(s). 

Click on the “Assigned Lead Reviews” tab to see the applications assigned to you for review.  

 
Under this tab, you will find the following information for each assigned application: 

• Committee Name 
• Application ID# 
• Principal Applicant (Last, First) 
• Project Title 
• Role (for you, it will say “External Reviewer”) 
• PDF of Entire Application 
• View Online Application Form 
• Review Form 
• Status (of your review form for this application) 
• Due Date (for submitting the external review) 

 

To access the full application, you have two options. 
 

Accessing Applications: Option 1 – Print PDF 
Under the “PDF of Entire Application” is a ‘Preview/Print’ button. Here you can generate a PDF of the 
entire application to print or download to review offline. To do so, click the ‘Preview/Print’ button. A 
new window will appear, and the PDF document will generate – this may take upwards of 10 seconds.  
In the PDF, any attachments (i.e. uploaded documents for the application) will appear in a specific 
order at the end of the application form fields. If the PDF does not generate automatically in the 
window, click the ‘Export as PDF’ button in the top left corner of the current window. 

Accessing Applications: Option 2 – View Online Application Form 
Under the “View Online Application Form” is a ‘View Online Application Form’ button. Here you can 
click on the button to open an online version of the completed application form in a new browser tab. 
The application title and principal applicant appear on the top. The application form is than divided 
into tabs. You can click on each tab to see the content for that section. Except for any attachments (i.e. 
uploaded documents for the application), all the data will appear directly on the web page when you 
are viewing the application. Uploaded documents will appear with the file name as a link. Click on the 
file name to open the PDF document in a new window. 
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Accessing and Completing the Review Form 
To complete the review for the application, you will need to click the ‘Open’ button listed underneath 
“Review Form”.  

 
 

After clicking this button, a new window will open with the review form. On the review form, you will 
see general application information (i.e. Principal Applicant, other contacts, summary). There are also 
buttons to access the entire application either online or to download a PDF. Scroll down further to 
access the review form. 

We have listed the review criteria in the review form for you to use when reviewing the application. 
Below each criteria will be a text box for you to input your comments. Please note: Externals do not 
give scores. Remember to save your comments regularly by clicking on the ‘Save Draft’ button at the 
bottom of the page.  
 

 
 

Submitting your Review 
Once you have completed the review form, you will need to submit it. You will need to be in the form, 
where at the bottom of it you will see the ‘Submit’ button. Click this button in order to submit your 
comments by the deadline. By submitting your review form, the Chair and lead reviewer will have 
access to your review for preparation of the meeting. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Once submitted you will no longer be able to edit your comments. If you 
accidentally submit before intended, please contact SHRF. When you submit, please be aware that 
your review does not go directly to the applicants. SHRF reads over and removes any identifying 
information before sharing reviews with the applicant. 
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